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SESSION COOKIES: 

They are cookies of our own that are essential for the proper functioning of our website. We store 

information about navigation and configuration preferences. 

Full name Source Type Duration Definition 

user Own Cookie Session Cookie Session 
Cookie 

 

token_client Own Cookie Session Cookie  Saves user's email information for Joomla 
by means of the contracting token. 

type Own Cookie Session Cookie Session 
Cookie 

Validates if the mobile type class is active 
and is assigned the value "visible", 
otherwise "invisible” 

surface Own Cookie Session Cookie Session 
Cookie 

Validates if the title of the surface in mobile 
is active class and the value is set to 
"visible", otherwise "invisible” 

refererCrm Own Cookie Session Cookie Session 
Cookie 

Validates if the URL in CRM comes up 
empty, it is assigned the URL of 
Alquilovers.com 

price Own Cookie Session Cookie Session 
Cookie 

If the price slider class is active and the 
value is set to "visible", otherwise "invisible" 

popup_news Own Cookie Session Cookie Session 
Cookie 

Validates if the news pop-up is active and 
gets the value 1. 

other Own Cookie Session Cookie  If the slider class "other" is active, the value 
is set to "visible", otherwise "invisible" 

order Own Cookie Session Cookie  If the slider class "order" is active and the 
value is set to "visible", otherwise "invisible" 

client_name Own Cookie Session Cookie  Saves the client's name. 

location Own Cookie Session Cookie  If the slider class "location" is active, the 
value is set to "visible", otherwise "invisible" 

rooms Own Cookie Session Cookie  If the slider class "rooms" is active, the value 
is set to "visible", otherwise "invisible" 

gwcc Own Cookie Session Cookie 1 year If a person has come from a Google 
AdWords ad, the gwcc cookie records a 
contact request via phone as a conversion. 

email_client Own Cookie Session Cookie Session 
Cookie 

Save the customer's email 

alq_language Own Cookie Session Cookie Session 
Cookie 

Saves the language 

banys Own Cookie Session Cookie Session 
Cookie 

If the slider class "banys" is active, the value 
is set to "visible", otherwise "invisible" 

campanya Own Cookie Session Cookie Session 
Cookie 

If the slider class "campanya" is active, the 
value is set to "visible", otherwise "invisible" 
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ANALYTICAL COOKIES: 

Own or third-party cookies to measure the activity of the website to know the usage of users of our 

services and improve them. They store navigation information in our website as traffic origin 

information. 

USE OF HOTJAR COOKIES ON WEBSITES 

Heat map to analyze user behavior on the different pages of the website. 

Hotjar's cookies collect standard log information and data on visitor habits anonymously. For more 

information: https://www.hotjar.com/terms. 

They are used to measure the activity on the website and for the creation of user navigation profiles 

in order to make improvements based on the analysis of user usage data. 

Full name Source Type Duration Definition 

_hjIncludedInSample Hotjar Analytics 365 days It determines whether the user's navigation 
should be recorded in a certain statistical 
placeholder. 

 

USE OF GOOGLE COOKIES ON WEBSITES 

Google uses cookies for various purposes, including remembering your SafeSearch preferences, 

increasing the relevance of the ads you see, counting the number of visits we receive to access a 

page, helping you sign up for our services, protecting your data or remember your ad preferences. 

Full name Source Type Duration Definition 

_gid Google 
Analytics 

Analytics 24 hours It is used to distinguish users.  

_ga Google 
Analytics 

Analytics 2 years It is used to distinguish users. 

_gcl_au Google Tag 
Manager 

Analytics 3 months Used by Google AdSense to experiment with 
advertising efficiency on websites using its 
services. 

_gat Google Tag 
Manager 

Analytics 1 day Used by Google Analytics to reduce the request 
rate 

SEARCH_
SAMESITE 

Google 
Analytics 

Analytics 6 months The aim is to mitigate the risk of information 
leakage from cross sources. It also provides some 
protection against intersite application forgery 
attacks. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.hotjar.com/terms
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OWN MARKETING COOKIES: 

Own or third-party cookies to carry out own marketing campaigns to capture and retain traffic on 

our website. They store browsing information on or outside our website. 

USE OF GOOGLE COOKIES ON WEBSITES 

They are used to make advertising more attractive to users and more valuable to publishers and 

advertisers. They are often used to select ads based on content that is relevant to a user, improve 

campaign performance reports and avoid showing ads that the user has already seen. 

Full name Source Type Duration Definition 

__Secure-
SSID 

Google  Marketing 6 months Advertising. These cookies are used to deliver ads that 
are more relevant to you and your interests 

__Secure-
HSID 

Google Marketing 2 years Advertising. These cookies are used to deliver ads that 
are more relevant to you and your interests 

__Secure-
APISID 

Google Marketing 2 years Advertising. These cookies are used to deliver ads that 
are more relevant to you and your interests 

__Secure-
3PSID 

Google  Marketing 2 years Used for targeting purposes to create a profile of the 
website visitor's interests in order to display relevant, 
personalized Google advertising 

__Secure-
3PAPISID 

Google Marketing 2 years Advertising. These cookies are used to deliver ads that 
are more relevant to you and your interests 

SSID, 
SIDCC, 
SID, 
SAPISID, 
NID 

Google Orientation / 
Advertising 

2 years When you create or sign in to a Google Account, the 
NID, HSID, APISID, SID, SSID, SAPISID cookies are 
stored on your computer in order to remain connected 
to your Google Account when you visit its services 
again. As long as you remain with this active session 
and use add-ons on other websites such as ours, 
Google will make use of these cookies to improve your 
user experience. 

Google uses these cookies so that we can customize 
the ads that appear on Google's services. That way, 
they can show you personalized ads on Google. 

CONSENT Google Orientation / 
Advertising 

19 years Consent to the settings of the cookie. 

ANID Google 
Adwords 

Advertising 1 year These cookies have an advertising purpose for the 
Google Adwords service. They contain a unique 
randomly generated value that allows the Platform to 
distinguish browsers and devices. This information is 
used to measure ad performance and provide 
statistically based product recommendations. 

1P_JAR Google Advertising 1 month Google uses this cookie to customize ads based on 
personal interests. 

AID Google Advertising 1 year They implement certain Google utilities and can store 
certain preferences, as well as customize the ads that 
are shown in Google search, or 'Social Sharing' cookies 
for the G+1 referral button in the footer 
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USE OF DOUBLECLICK.NET COOKIES ON WEBSITES 

Google uses the DoubleClick cookie in ads published on its partners' websites, such as websites that 

display AdSense ads or participate in Google’s certified ad networks. When a user accesses a 

partner's website and sees an ad or clicks on it, a cookie may be inserted in their browser. 

Full name Source Type Duration Definition 

IDE Doubleclick.net Orientation / 
Advertising 

2 years Cookie used by Doubleclick.net for targeting, 
optimization, reporting and attribution of 
online ads. 

HSID Doubleclick.net Orientation / 
Advertising 

2 years DoubleClick (owned by Google) sets this 
cookie to create a profile of the website 
visitor's interests and display relevant ads on 
other sites 

DSID Doubleclick.net Orientation / 
Advertising 

1 year Identifies recurring user devices. It is used for 
customized ads. 

APISID Doubleclick.net Orientation / 
Advertising 

2 years This DoubleClick cookie is generally set 
through the site by advertising partners, and 
they use it to create a profile of the website 
visitor's interests and display relevant ads on 
other sites. This cookie works by uniquely 
identifying your browser and device. 

cto_lwid Doubleclick.net Orientation / 
Advertising 

1 year They collect information to personalize 
advertising 

 


